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Poloidal rotation is routinely observed in present-day tokamak experiments, in particular near the

plasma edge and in the high-confinement mode of operation. According to the magnetohydrodynamic

(MHD) equilibrium theory [R. Betti and J. P. Freidberg, Phys. Plasmas 7, 2439 (2000)], radial

discontinuities form when the poloidal velocity exceeds the poloidal sound speed (or rather, more

correctly, the poloidal magneto-slow speed). Two-dimensional compressible magnetohydrodynamic

simulations show that the transonic discontinuities develop on a time scale of a plasma poloidal revo-

lution to form an edge density pedestal and a localized velocity shear layer at the pedestal location.

While such an MHD pedestal surrounds the entire core, the outboard side of the pedestal is driven by

the transonic discontinuity while the inboard side is caused by a poloidal redistribution of the mass.

The MHD simulations use a smooth momentum source to drive the poloidal flow. Soon after the flow

exceeds the poloidal sound speed, the density pedestal and the velocity shear layer form and persist

into a quasi steady state. These results may be relevant to the L-H transition, the early stages of the

pedestal and edge transport barrier formation. VC 2011 American Institute of Physics.

[doi:10.1063/1.3640809]

I. INTRODUCTION

Reducing energy transport is crucial to the success of

future devices in producing net power through thermonuclear

fusion reactions with machines based on the magnetic confine-

ment approach. Simply phrased, the inner region of the plasma

must be kept sufficiently dense and sufficiently hot for a suffi-

ciently long time in order to achieve a burning plasma state.1

This is facilitated by the development of an edge transport bar-

rier suppressing the heat losses out of the plasma. The problem

is at least in part addressed by the existence of a high-

confinement regime in tokamaks, commonly known as H-mode

(as opposed to the low-confinement regime, the L-mode).2 The

lower energy transport in H-mode plasmas is explained by the

presence of highly sheared edge flows inhibiting turbulent

transport near the edge. H-mode plasmas feature steep density

and temperature gradients near the plasma edge. Even though

the transition between the two confinement regimes (L-H tran-

sition) is observed routinely and known to occur spontaneously

when the input heating power is sufficiently high, no conclusive

explanation has been provided to date.

On the theory side, the existence of magnetohydrody-

namic (MHD) equilibria with “transonic” poloidal flows has

been known for some time.3–7 Transonic equilibria are char-

acterized by strong shear (in the ideal case, discontinuities)

in poloidal velocities and by density discontinuities at the

same magnetic surface where velocity discontinuities are

located. It has not been determined whether transonic equili-

bria are present in experiments, and whether they are related

to the energy transport reduction that is observed in experi-

ments. Nevertheless, some similarities are found between

transonic equilibria and H-mode plasmas, the most crucial of

which is the presence of highly sheared poloidal flows and

edge pedestals.

In the present work, we will argue the hypothesis that

transonic equilibria are related to H-mode plasmas, or more

precisely, to the L-H transition.8 The hypothesis is that if the

poloidal velocity becomes supersonic, then a transonic equi-

librium will automatically form, with a density pedestal and a

high velocity shear in correspondence to the density pedestal.

Temperature pedestals are formed depending on the value of

the adiabatic index c. Transonic flows do not produce temper-

ature pedestals in isothermal plasmas c¼ 1. However, since

the energy transport across the transonic surface is greatly

reduced in transonic equilibria with respect to static equilibria,

it is expected that the reduction in radial energy transport will

make the plasma temperature increase in the plasma core

leading to an edge temperature pedestal. In this picture, the

velocity shear and density pedestal will form first, on the fast

time scales of magnetohydrodynamics. The temperature ped-

estal will form later on the slower transport time scales. In this

work, numerical simulations are presented, which focus on

the first part of the transition, and show how a subsonic equi-

librium naturally develops discontinuous profiles where a

supersonic poloidal flow is driven at the edge.

We remark for the sake of completeness that so-called

“transonic” equilibria have in fact velocities that extend

across the poloidal component of the slow magnetosonic

velocity, rather than across a “sonic” speed, as the name sug-

gests. The magnetoslow velocity is numerically almost iden-

tical to the sound speed in the systems under consideration in

this work, and the slow magnetosonic wave is often (improp-

erly) simply called “sound wave” in tokamak literature.

However, the two are quite different, since the magnetoslow
a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
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wave travels in the direction of the magnetic field, while

sound waves have no preferential direction of propagation.

We will conform to the standard nomenclature in the remain-

der of our paper, but the distinction just outlined should be

kept in mind.

II. THE PHYSICAL PICTURE

The idea behind the existence of discontinuous transonic

equilibria in the frame of ideal MHD has been addressed

elsewhere,3 and is only briefly reviewed here. In the simplest

case of a low-beta (where b¼ 2p=B2 is the ratio between

plasma pressure p and magnetic pressure and B is the mag-

netic field), high aspect ratio plasma with circular cross sec-

tion, the fundamental argument behind the existence of

discontinuities in transonic equilibria is geometric (Fig. 1).

The shaded area in the top part of Fig. 1 represents the

cross section for poloidal flow. If one assumes that the dis-

tance Dx between the two magnetic surfaces is constant

along the cross section (as is reasonable for a circular, low-

beta, high-aspect ratio tokamak plasma), the cross section for

the poloidal flow is simply 2pDx(R0þ r cos h), where h is

the poloidal angle measured from the outboard side of the

plasma. Therefore, the cross section has a minimum at h¼p
and a maximum at h¼ 0, 2p, and for all practical purposes is

a De Laval nozzle for the poloidal flow, as shown schemati-

cally in the lower section of Fig. 1. From one-dimensional

ideal gasdynamics for isentropic flows (neglecting for the

time being the effect of the flow on the magnetic field), it is

known that a subsonic flow will accelerate (increase its

Mach number) along the poloidal angle between 0 and p,

while a supersonic flow will decelerate (decrease its Mach

number), as shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). Velocity and Mach

numbers are symmetric with respect to h¼ p, if the flow

does not change its characteristic (either subsonic or super-

sonic) during a poloidal revolution. Transition from the sub-

sonic to the supersonic regime along the flow are obtained in

De Laval nozzles when the Mach number is less than one

from the inlet to throat, exactly equal to one at the throat and

larger than one from the throat to the outlet. However, the

traditional subsonic-to-supersonic flow that develops in De

Laval nozzles cannot occur at steady state in a periodic sys-

tem, since the velocity at h¼ 2p (supersonic in the accelerat-

ing nozzle) must be equal to the velocity at h¼ 0 (subsonic

in the accelerating nozzle). If a subsonic-to-supersonic tran-

sition occurs, the velocity must come back to subsonic val-

ues because of periodicity. In an ideal system, this can only

occur in the presence of a shock. Since shocks are dissipa-

tive, entropy-generating phenomena, they cannot exist at

steady state, since they would require a powerful mechanism

for exhausting the large entropy production. Therefore, on

each magnetic surface the flow can only be either subsonic

or supersonic. The Mach number varies on the magnetic sur-

face as described before, reaching a maximum value (at

most Mp¼ 1) at h¼p for subsonic flows (Fig. 2(a)), and a

minimum value (no less than Mp¼ 1) at h¼p for supersonic

flows (Fig. 2(b)). We then conclude that any value for Mp is

allowed at h¼ p, but that anywhere else in the plasma there

will be a range of prohibited Mach numbers, with the range

of prohibited numbers increasing the farther one moves from

h¼ p, as shown in Fig. 2(c). The Mach number radial dis-

continuity at all angular locations except h¼p is what is

called transonic discontinuity in this work. The discontinuity

FIG. 1. (Color online) Top: Schematic representation of the variation of the

cross section for poloidal flow (shaded area) due to toroidal geometry. Bot-

tom: Cross section for poloidal flow (indicated by the arrow) as a function of

poloidal angle. The outer midplane corresponds to h¼ 0.

FIG. 2. (Color online) Mach number profiles for subsonic (a) and supersonic

(b) flows. The shockless transonic equilibrium situation is shown in (c). In

(c), the two curves correspond to the Mach number profiles on the two sides

of the transonic discontinuity.
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in Mach number will also cause a discontinuity in density,

pressure, and velocity; density discontinuity in particular is

referred to as the transonic pedestal in the remainder of this

work. In this gasdynamic picture, the relevant speed for the

present argument is the poloidal sound speed Csp : CsBp=B,

where Bp is the poloidal component of the field and Cs the

sound speed. The Mach number introduced earlier in the dis-

cussion is thus defined as Mp : Vp=Csp, where V p is the

poloidal velocity.

In standard tokamaks Bp � B and, therefore, Csp � Cs,

numerical values for Csp are given later in the paper. Since

Bp¼ 0 on the magnetic axis and the plasma temperature is

small at the edge, the poloidal sound speed has a profile simi-

lar to the one shown in Fig. 3 (blue curve). Based on the pre-

vious discussion, the only poloidal velocity profile allowed

at equilibrium is the discontinuous one qualitatively repre-

sented by the red curve in Fig. 3. A continuous profile like

the one represented by the dotted line is not allowed at

steady state. It is very important to emphasize that the dis-

continuity is a tangential discontinuity, occurring between

two streams flowing next to each other, without any flow

across the discontinuity. We speculate that the velocity dis-

continuity (i.e., strong sheared flow) cause a transport bar-

rier9 leading to improved energy confinement regimes

Before proceeding with our analysis, it is useful to

emphasize the relation between the one-dimensional gasdy-

namic picture and a real plasma. In our description, we

observed that the plasma is forced to flow between magnetic

surfaces, i.e., along magnetic field lines. In the limit of b! 0,

the plasma does not affect the magnetic field, which behaves

as a rigid wall. Thus, the characteristic speed that separates

sub- and super-sonic flows is a velocity with the magnitude of

the sound speed and the direction of the magnetic field. If b is

finite, the plasma flow will also affect the magnetic field, in a

way that is determined by energy conservation along the field

lines.10 We then conclude that for finite betas the characteris-

tic velocity to be taken into account is a velocity that travels

along the field lines, and has a magnitude that depends on

plasma pressure and magnetic field strength, and reduces to

the sound speed for vanishing b. We immediately recognize

this to be the slow magnetosonic velocity. Therefore, sub- and

super-”sonic” flows should more correctly called sub- and

super-”magnetoslow” flows. For ease of notation and follow-

ing the literature, we will keep the “sonic” terminology in the

remainder of the paper, but the physical sense of the distinc-

tion must not be forgotten. Moreover, the poloidal “sound”

speed Csp should more correctly be defined as poloidal

“magnetoslow” speed, i.e., Csp : As, with

As ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cpþ B2 �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðcpþ B2Þ2 � 4cpB2

p

q
2B2

p

vuut Bpffiffiffi
q
p

’

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cp

q

B2
p

cpþ B2

s
: (1)

The approximate expression holds for low beta, and it is

easy to realize that for b ! 0 As reduces to the poloidal

sound speed defined above. (Of course our discussion is only

a brief intuitive description of the issue at hand. For a proper

treatment of waves in plasmas, see e.g., Refs. 11 and 12). In

the remainder of this paper, we will use the definition of Csp

given by Eq. (1), but for ease of representation we will at

times approximate its numerical value with Csp ¼ As

’ ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cp=q

p
ÞðBp=BÞ. Since in the region where the transonic

pedestal forms b� 1 (typically, b� 10�3), the numerical

error due to this approximation is negligible.

After examining transonic equilibria, the natural ques-

tion arises of what will happen if an initial continuous tran-

sonic velocity profile is assigned to a time-evolving system,

or equivalently, if a (sufficiently large) smooth poloidal

velocity source is inserted in a static system. We will con-

sider the more meaningful case of a smooth velocity source.

As the source deposits poloidal momentum in the system,

the plasma will spin up, with velocity increasing in time but

with a (radially) continuous profile everywhere in the

plasma. At some point, the velocity will become supersonic

(with respect to Csp). For simplicity, we can ignore further

effects of the momentum source. Since the velocity, pres-

sure, and density profiles are continuous, the Mach number

profile is also continuous and, therefore, there is a region in

the plasma where the Mach number falls in the forbidden

range. A soon as the plasma “knows” about the periodicity

of the system, it will evolve the velocity profile in order to

satisfy the periodic boundary condition. In the case of a

strong source, as mentioned earlier, this will result in the for-

mation of a shock. The shock travels in the poloidal direction

along the flow, until it reaches the inner part of the cross sec-

tion (i.e., the nozzle throat). The shock disappears at the

throat, leaving a system at steady state. It is very important

to stress that the MHD pedestal is not created by the shock.

What the shock does is rearrange the velocity profile in such

a way that there is no plasma flowing in the prohibited re-

gime, but the density discontinuous profile is determined by

MHD force balance at equilibrium. Therefore, even though

the shock may not occur in experiments due to the long parti-

cle mean-free path, we speculate that the final discontinuous

shockless steady state is correct, since it is the only equilib-

rium solution allowed by MHD.

An important new finding of this work with respect to

transonic equilibrium calculations is the effect of mass redis-

tribution during the transient. As the velocity profile evolves

to form a discontinuity between the subsonic and the

FIG. 3. (Color online) Sketch of poloidal velocity (red, Vp label) and poloi-

dal sound speed (blue, Csp label). The profile represented with a dotted line

is not allowed at steady state by MHD force balance. The discontinuous

solid line is the only possible transonic solution. R0 is the magnetic=geomet-

ric axis (Shafranov shift is neglected in the sketch).
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supersonic region peaked on the outboard side, the density

profile also evolves to a steady-state satisfying mass and

energy conservation. The supersonic root of the equilibrium

has a density that is lower than the corresponding subsonic

root.3,4,10 For that reason, and since the initial condition for

the formation of the transonic pedestal is a static (or sub-

sonic) plasma, mass needs to be removed from the super-

sonic region. In ideal MHD, this cannot happen with radial

mass transport. The only way to redistribute the plasma mass

is to transport mass in the poloidal direction to the region

where there are no constraints on the density and Mach num-

ber profiles, i.e., to the inboard section of the plasma. The

mass accumulation in the inboard section of the plasma also

creates a pedestal, which is not across a transonic discontinu-

ity, but only due to mass conservation. In order to distinguish

this pedestal from the transonic pedestal, we name it the

inner pedestal, and refer to the resulting pedestal at all angu-

lar locations as to the MHD pedestal. The inner pedestal is

also found in transonic equilibrium calculations, but only if

some special choice is made for the input profiles, which

only becomes natural if one keeps into account the properties

of the corresponding static equilibrium.

As pointed out by McClements and Hole,13 it is unlikely

that current tokamak plasmas rotate poloidally at supersonic

velocity in the core region. For a high performance H-mode

plasma the central temperature reaches several kiloelectron

volts and the poloidal sound speed exceeds 100 km=s. There-

fore, if the transonic discontinuity plays any role at all in cur-

rent experiments, its effects are likely restricted to the

plasma edge, the edge pedestal, and the edge transport bar-

rier, where supersonic flows require poloidal velocities of

tens of km=s.

The purpose of the present work is to confirm the predic-

tions of theory with time-dependent simulations showing the

formation of transonic discontinuities and MHD pedestal

starting from a static equilibrium.

III. PLASMA DESCRIPTION

A. Theoretical model

The present work is based on the standard single-fluid

MHD description of the plasma. The physical model

described in Sec. II only requires the basic ideal-MHD equa-

tions. By the discussion in Sec. II is also clear that the mecha-

nism for the MHD pedestal formation is a two-dimensional

toroidal effect requiring to solve the system evolution in time

and two spatial dimensions. Moreover, the analysis in Ref. 3

assumes a circular cross section for a high aspect ratio and

low-beta plasma. Those simplifications are useful for obtain-

ing an intuitive picture of the MHD pedestal formation, but

are not necessary in the present work. Indeed, it is easily veri-

fied with equilibrium calculations that discontinuous transonic

equilibria are valid solutions in toroidal plasmas, regardless of

b, plasma shape, and aspect ratio. Therefore, a model allowing

for arbitrary plasma properties is used in this work. An addi-

tional element that is included in the analysis is the presence

of a “vacuum” region outside the plasma. This is done for a

number of reasons. First, we want to include X-points close

to the plasma in our numerical simulations, in order to study

realistic tokamak configurations. Next, we want to confirm

that the transient bringing to the formation of the MHD pedes-

tal does in fact leave the plasma mostly unperturbed. That is

verified by leaving the plasma free to move in a free-boundary

simulation and by observing that it does not shift its position

in any meaningful measure. In addition to this, there are nu-

merical reasons that make a free-boundary simulation easier

to handle from the point of view of boundary condition imple-

mentation, as is discussed in Sec. III 2.

Based on the previous discussion, the system is

described with the time-dependent, two-dimensional set of

resistive MHD equations,

@q
@t
þr � qVð Þ ¼ 0; (2)

@qV

@t
þr � qVV � BBþ PI

� �
¼ Smom; (3)

@B

@t
¼ r� V � B� gJð Þ; (4)

@E
@t
þr � E þ Pð ÞV � BðV � BÞ þ gJ � B½ � ¼ V � Smom; (5)

where B is the magnetic field, V the plasma velocity, q the

density, J the current, P � pþ B2

2
the total pressure,

E ¼ p
c�1
þ qV2

2
þ B2

2
the total energy, c the adiabatic index, g

the resistivity. Here and in the remainder of this paper, we

have set l0¼ 1 for ease of notation. The term Smom on the

right-hand side of Eqs. (3) and (5) corresponds to the mo-

mentum source that is used to drive the plasma poloidal rota-

tion and is discussed in Sec. IV. Equations (2)–(5) are (in

that order) the standard resistive-MHD equations for mass

conservation, momentum conservation, Faraday’s law (com-

plemented by Ohm’s law), and energy conservation. For rea-

sons that will be described shortly, Eqs. (2)–(5) are written

in conservative form.

We observe that a definition of g is necessary to com-

plete the system (2)–(5). In principle, one could assign a

very small resistivity value in the main plasma region and a

very high value in the “vacuum” region, thus modeling an

effective vacuum as a highly resistive plasma. Alternatively,

it is possible to model the “vacuum” region as a low-

temperature, low-density plasma. This is easily accom-

plished by defining the resistivity through Spitzer’s formula,

g� T�3=2, where T is the plasma temperature. In either case,

an evolution equation for the resistivity is needed, since the

evolution of the resistivity profile corresponds to the evolu-

tion of the plasma-vacuum interface. For the simulations pre-

sented in the remainder of this work, the second choice was

made. The “vacuum” region is therefore more correctly

referred to as a “halo” region. The resistivity profile is then

evolved through the temperature, which is self-consistently

calculated from the pressure and density profiles. For com-

pleteness, it is mentioned that simulations with higher resis-

tivity for the vacuum region were also performed, and that

the resistivity profile has a negligible effect on the main part

of the transient, i.e., the evolution of the plasma properties in

the region with closed field lines.
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B. Numerical implementation

In this section, we describe the MHD simulation code

SIM2D,8 which was developed to study the evolution of

poloidal flows and the formation of MHD pedestals. Based

on the discussion in Sec. II, the numerical solution of the sys-

tem of equations (2)–(5) needs to be suited for first correctly

reproducing the shock evolution during the transient phase

and second preserving discontinuities in the shockless

steady-state phase of the simulations. The first requirement

is most naturally satisfied by using any of the standard

shock-capturing methods. As for the second one, a non-

diffusive scheme is preferable, since numerical diffusion

would smear out the tangential discontinuities in the pedes-

tal, and artificially prevent the simulations from creating

long-lasting discontinuous profiles for all relevant plasma

properties. It is also necessary to observe that the model in

Eqs. (2)–(5) does not include any dissipation (other than re-

sistivity and numerical viscosity) and will, therefore, only

evolve to a true steady state slowly, due to the small numeri-

cal viscosity. As detailed in the next section, the final state of

the simulations is instead a shock-free quasi steady state, in

which the plasma properties are still slowly evolving in the

poloidal direction, but radial discontinuities are present.

The requirements just highlighted directed us to choose a

scheme based on the conservative-form system of evolution

equations, which automatically satisfy the shock-capturing

requirement. We then picked the relatively simple finite-

difference predictor-corrector MacCormack scheme,14 which

is second-order accurate in both space and time, and which is

not diffusive. The time-evolution scheme is explicit and con-

ditionally stable, requiring to satisfy the standard Courant–

Friedrichs–Lewy condition. Our choice of time-stepping

method makes it necessary to include artificial dissipation in

the system. That is because the method is dispersive, even

though it is not diffusive. Dispersive errors can cause prob-

lems (i.e., Gibb’s effects) in high-gradient regions and are,

therefore, controlled by numerical diffusion. This is not in

contrast with the requirement of having a non-diffusive solu-

tion of the time evolution of our system: Artificial diffusion is

only turned on in the presence of unphysical spikes, which are

automatically detected by the code. Small additional artificial

terms (artificial viscosity and thermal conduction) are also

introduced for numerical reasons, mostly to counteract the

effects of the misalignment between the (Cartesian) grid and

the “natural” direction of the evolution of the system (i.e., the

poloidal magnetic field direction).

An additional difficulty is due to the fact that the

“diffusive” part of Eq. (4), i.e., the part of the evolution

equation for the magnetic field that is due to the presence of

a finite resistivity, is not well-suited for an explicit solution

like the one just described. The problem is solved by split-

ting Eq. (4) in two parts,

@B

@t
¼ r� V � Bð Þ; (6a)

@B

@t
¼ �r� gJð Þ: (6b)

Equation (6a) is advanced using the predictor-corrector algo-

rithm, while Eq. (6b) is advanced using an alternate-

direction implicit (ADI) method. The ADI method requires

the solution of a series (3� (NRþNZ), where NR, NZ are the

number of points in the R and Z directions) of tridiagonal

systems at each time step. The systems are tridiagonal due to

direction splitting; for the same reason, the dimension of

each system is only equal to the number of points in either

direction. Therefore, the solution of Eq. (6b) does not need a

large computational time compared to the solution of the rest

of system (2)–(5).

It is well-known that a time-advancement scheme for

the magnetic field like the one just described does not auto-

matically conserve the divergence-free property r � B ¼ 0ð Þ
of the field, regardless of the accuracy of the initial condi-

tions.15 It is also known that allowing the error r � B 6¼ 0 to

grow in time has catastrophic effects on the stability of the

numerical method. Therefore, it is necessary to correct the

divergence error. This is accomplished by using a standard

projection method,

r � Bðn;	Þ � K 6¼ 0;

BðnÞ � Bðn;	Þ þ rU;

r � BðnÞ � 0! r2U ¼ �K;

(7)

where B(n,*) is the magnetic field at the nth time step before

divergence correction, B(n) the magnetic field at the nth time

step after divergence correction, U(R, Z) is an auxiliary sca-

lar potential, and Eq. (7) is solved for U with a standard Suc-

cessive-Over-Relaxation method at each time step.

Initial conditions for the simulations are assigned from a

numerical equilibrium calculation. The preferred approach is

to use an equilibrium calculated with the code FLOW,4 but

in principle any numerical equilibrium can be used as a start-

ing point for the simulations. One advantage of the FLOW

code is the possibility of having a rotating equilibrium as ini-

tial condition. Moreover, FLOW has been extended to calcu-

late free-boundary equilibria, thus allowing for arbitrary

geometry and realistic plasma conditions to be used as initial

condition for SIM2D simulations. More details on the initial

conditions used for the simulations presented in this work

are contained in Sec. IV.

The final point that needs to be addressed in the present

section is the implementation of boundary conditions. In a

fixed-boundary simulation, ideal-wall boundary conditions

can be used. In this case, the normal components of the

plasma velocity and the magnetic field are set to zero, while

the tangential components are set to be continuous. In the

case of free-boundary simulations, the computational bound-

ary is assumed to correspond to the first wall of the tokamak,

which on the time scale of MHD can be considered to be a

superconductive wall. However, this does not mean that the

normal velocity and magnetic field must vanish on the wall.

On the contrary, the initial magnetic field enters into the

wall. This is shown in Fig. 4, in which magnetic surfaces are

plotted with black lines. Since magnetic surfaces intersect

the computational boundary (i.e., the wall), the poloidal

field, tangential to magnetic surfaces, also intersects the
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wall. The superconductive wall assumption corresponds to

keeping the magnetic field on the wall constant. As for the

plasma velocity, plasma is free to flow along field lines at the

thermal velocity. In our simulations, we use the condition,

Vboundary ¼ aboundaryCs
B

jBj signðB � n̂Þ; (8)

whit aboundary 
 1. Values aboundary< 1 are used in our simu-

lations to avoid resolving the sheath next to the plasma wall

(velocity is subsonic away from the wall, and only gets to

the sonic speed close to the wall). Equation (8) defines the

velocity to be into the wall regardless of the sign of the mag-

netic field (n̂ is the outward-directed unit vector normal to

the wall). In order to avoid having too large mass variations

during the transient, a self-adjusting recycling routine is

added to the code. The recycling algorithm adds a uniform

(in space) source term to the continuity equation in the

“halo” region. At each time step the total mass in the halo

region is compared to the initial mass; if the mass is smaller

than the initial mass the source term is increased, if it is

larger the source term is decreased. Even though rather crude

in terms of plasma-wall interaction physics, the set of bound-

ary conditions and recycling just described is sufficient for

the purpose of our simulations. It is stressed that the main

focus of the work is in the evolution of the main plasma

region, while the “halo” region serves the sole purpose of

allowing a self-consistent evolution of the shape of the

plasma-vacuum boundary.

It is worthwhile to observe at this point that numerical

time-dependent simulations will generate equilibrium pro-

files with sharp gradients instead of the exact discontinuities

predicted by ideal MHD. This is partly due to numerical rea-

sons (e.g., resolution, numerical dissipation), and partly to

the fact that there is physical dissipation in the system, due

to the finite resistivity used in the simulations.

To conclude the present section, a few details on the nu-

merical simulations are included. Since the purpose of our

simulations is to resolve the sharp gradients at the MHD ped-

estal, spatial resolution is a critical element in the simulation

setup. Moreover, it is desirable to have a finite number of

points in the halo region, making low-resolution runs incapa-

ble of resolving the halo region. In general, simulations with

less than 200 points in each direction are too poorly resolved

to be useful; but in practice, a resolution of at least 300 points

is preferred. Resolutions up to 500 points in each direction are

used in the results presented in the present work. It is also

pointed out that since the dissipation present in the system is

only numerical=artificial, it strongly depends on the grid steps.

Therefore, different resolutions require different source levels

to reproduce the same transient. This was verified with con-

vergence studies. Moreover, if N is the number of points in

each direction, the computational load is proportional to N2,

while the time step depends on 1=N. Therefore, the computa-

tional time scales roughly with N3. Regarding computational

(wall) time, some improvements are obtained with a parallel

version of SIM2D. For the time being, only some parts of the

code have been parallelized, and the parallelization is handled

via OPENMP. The code is ran on up to eight cores (on a sin-

gle node). Preliminary testing shows that a more profound

analysis is going to be necessary in order to take advantage of

larger numbers of processors, as inter-processor communica-

tion already limits the speed gain when using four processors

to about a factor of two.

IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

A. Simulation setup

In this section, we describe some numerical results

obtained with the SIM2D code, which show the formation of

a discontinuous transonic equilibrium starting from a static

equilibrium and adding a continuous source for momentum

generation. The intent of the present work is to show a proof

of principle of the formation of discontinuities due to the

presence of transonic poloidal flows, and not to model any

specific experimental discharge.

For that reason, we use a baseline equilibrium (shown in

Fig. 4) meant to reproduce some reasonable experimental

parameters of the DIII-D tokamak, but we do not consider any

specific discharge or equilibrium reconstruction as starting

point for our simulations. The chosen model equilibrium is

designed to reproduce the main properties of an L-mode

plasma well before the L-H transition. Table I summarizes the

relevant equilibrium properties. From Fig. 4 it is possible to

recognize that the poloidal sound speed is low . 10 km=sð Þ
in a large part of the computational domain, and in particular

at the edge of the main plasma region. In Fig. 4 the main-

plasma edge corresponds to the first closed magnetic surface

inward of the LCFS. For that reason, we expect from the be-

ginning that transonic discontinuities will develop near the

edge for velocities in the range of tens of km=s. This is also

confirmed by equilibrium calculations.16 Figure 4 also shows

the presence of an X-point in the lower part of the

FIG. 4. (Color online) Poloidal sound speed [km=s] (colormap) and mag-

netic surfaces (lines). The first plotted magnetic surface inside the LCFS is

assigned as plasma edge.
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computational domain, and of a secondary X-point next to the

top-left corner of the computational region. The initial condi-

tion corresponds to a lower-single-null (LSN) configuration.

Equations (2)–(5) contain the index c. The choice

c¼ 5=3 corresponds to an adiabatic closure, while for c! 1

an isothermal closure is obtained. On the time scale of inter-

est for our simulations, it is appropriate to assume isothermal

flux surfaces, due to the rapid heat conduction parallel to the

magnetic field, and therefore an isothermal closure. In the

simulations, a value c¼ 1.05 was used to approximately

reproduce the isothermal closure within our formulation.

As shown in Eqs. (2)–(5), a momentum source Smom is

introduced in the system to drive the poloidal rotation. One

important point in the discussion of the MHD pedestal for-

mation is that any source that makes the poloidal velocity

larger than the poloidal magneto-slow speed will result in

the formation of an MHD pedestal. In this sense, our model

does not depend on any specific mechanism for driving the

flow. The study of poloidal momentum source is certainly an

important topic, which is deferred to future times. For the

proof-of-principle purpose of the present work, an arbitrary

shape can be used for Smom. However, it is intuitive that dis-

continuities will form if a discontinuous shape is chosen for

Smom. The purpose of the present work is to prove that dis-

continuities will also form if the source has a continuous
(i.e., smooth) shape. Focusing in particular on the velocity

profile, it is seen from Eq. (3) that in order to have a continu-

ous source of velocity even if the density profile is discontin-

uous, the momentum source itself needs to be proportional to

the plasma density. The shape of the velocity source and of

the velocity after the formation of the MHD pedestal is

shown in Sec. IV B (Fig. 8). In principle, even a constant (in

space and time) source of velocity will generate transonic

equilibria. However, a source that makes the poloidal veloc-

ity increase linearly in time will cause the transonic surface

(the surface where Vp¼Csp) to move in time, which is an

undesirable effect, since the intent is to observe the forma-

tion and permanence at (quasi) steady state of the MHD ped-

estal. Therefore, a source profile peaked at the edge is

preferred for the simulations. Various strategies were consid-

ered, for instance a source dependence on the distance from

the (initial or time-evolving) plasma edge, and dependence

on the (initial) poloidal magnetic flux. If the distance from

the edge is used, one must keep in mind that the distinction

between halo and main-plasma regions is not well defined,

so some consistent additional strategy needs to be devised to

define the plasma-halo interface. Since simulations show that

the plasma does not move appreciably during the transient,

and in particular the magnetic field is essentially unperturbed

by the transient, it is convenient to use the initial poloidal

flux as a radial coordinate for the source strength. Finally,

the source strength is also modulated in the poloidal angle.

This is done to qualitatively reproduce a source due to non

uniform phenomena, like for instance turbulence driven by

unfavorable magnetic curvature in the outboard part of the

plasma or ion-orbit losses. Based on the previous considera-

tions, the following form was selected for the momentum

source:

Smom ¼ aqðw� wmÞ
2

cos
h
2

� �
if w > wm;

Smom ¼ 0 if w < wm;
(9)

where a is a dimensional input parameter that regulates the

source strength, h is the poloidal angle, w is the (initial)

poloidal flux (normalized to be 0 on axis and maximum at

the main plasma edge), and wm<wedge is an input parameter.

There is no source in the halo region.

Even though in the present work we will only present

results obtained with the source shape given by Eq. (9), dif-

ferent shapes were tested with and without h dependence and

with and without density dependence. As long as the source

is strong enough to drive transonic poloidal flows, the tran-

sient is qualitatively similar and the MHD pedestal will

form. It is stressed once more that the only requirement for

the formation of the MHD pedestal is the presence of tran-

sonic poloidal flow. The source shape and strength will only

determine the quantitative details of the transient. In the

present work, a relatively large source is used at the begin-

ning of the transient, in order to quickly bring the edge flow

to the supersonic regime and reduce the transient and simula-

tion times. The source is reduced after the pedestal forma-

tion, to a level that either leaves the edge velocity

approximately constant, or lets the edge velocity decrease

slowly, in order to prove that the pedestal will survive as

long as the edge flow is supersonic. Regarding source

strength, very weak sources are sufficient to drive transonic

flows. That is due to the absence of poloidal viscosity in our

model. For the present work, it is assumed that the source is

large enough to overcome poloidal viscosity and drive the

flows obtained in our simulations. At any rate, we point out

that poloidal viscosity is known to decrease for supersonic

flows;17 thus we do not expect that unreasonably large sources

will be needed to drive transonic flows. A model of poloidal

viscosity and a more quantitative evaluation of the power nec-

essary to drive transonic flows and create MHD pedestals will

be the object of future work. A simple estimate of the power

dissipated by the poloidal viscosity is given in Sec. V.

B. Simulation results

In this section, we show some results of SIM2D numeri-

cal simulations. Unless otherwise noted, all plots are based on

simulations with 500 grid points in each direction. Before dis-

cussing any result, it is useful to introduce a time scale for the

system under consideration. We normalize all times to the

TABLE I. Main plasma parameters for the DIII-D model equilibrium.

Parameter Meaning Value

bt Toroidal beta ¼ 2hpi=B2
V 1.12%

Ip Plasma current 721 kA

bp Poloidal beta ¼ 2hpi=hBpi2 0.42

R0 Major radius 1.69 m

a Minor radius 0.6 m

BV Vacuum field 1.26 T

TE Edge temperature 30 eV

TC Temperature on axis 3 keV
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typical revolution time sp, which is defined as the time that a

fluid element traveling at 40 km=s needs to complete a poloi-

dal revolution at the plasma edge. The velocity of 40 km=s is

chosen as a typical peak poloidal velocity at the end of the

transient (as shown later). The revolution time sp only gives

an order of magnitude for the time scale of the transient, since

the poloidal velocity is a function of both time and position

during the transient, with faster velocities developing at the

beginning of the simulation. Since the plasma is not rotating

as a rigid body, the supersonic region will complete a revolu-

tion in times shorter than sp (particularly at the beginning of

the transient, when velocities are highest), while the subsonic

region (which is not affected by the transient) will need times

longer than sp. The fast initial rotation is partly due to the fact

that a large source of poloidal momentum is used at the begin-

ning of the simulation, with the purpose to shorten simulation

times. Indeed, poloidal flow becomes supersonic in the out-

board region of the plasma in a time�0.1sp.

Coming now to simulation results, theory predicts that a

shock will form shortly after the flow becomes supersonic.

The shock then travels poloidally in the direction of the flow

until it reaches the nozzle throat. In our simulations, we

chose to have relatively low velocities in the system, and

therefore weak shocks. This makes the shock rather difficult

to visualize in our numerical results. Since the focus of our

work is not in the formation and evolution of the shock, but

in the formation of the MHD pedestal, we do not invest any

additional effort in analyzing the behavior of the shock.

Before proceeding to discuss the properties of the MHD ped-

estal after the initial transient, it is stressed once more that a

shock may not develop in the experiments due to the particle

long mean free path. However, it is argued in the following

that the formation of the pedestal does not depend on the

shock, and thus it is expected that the final state should be

realistic, even if part of the transient is not. For complete-

ness, it is mentioned that the maximum poloidal velocity

observed in the simulation corresponding to the results pre-

sented in this section is VMAX ’ 88 km=s. Such high velocity

is only maintained for a short section of the transient. More-

over, MHD pedestal formation is observed also with slower

maximum velocities, although at the price of longer transi-

ents and longer simulations. Once again, the discontinuous

solution is the only equilibrium solution allowed by (ideal)

MHD in the presence of transonic poloidal flows.

The presence of a pedestal structure is confirmed by the

three-dimensional representation of simulation results shown

in Fig. 5.

The pedestal structure after the shock disappearance is

shown in the center pane (b) and compared on the left (a)

with the initial condition of the simulation and on the right

(c) with a transonic equilibrium calculated with FLOW4 to

approximately reproduce the plasma conditions of the simu-

lations. Figure 5(b) shows that there is a clear steepening of

the edge density profile, as compared with Fig. 5(a). The

transonic pedestal structure is very well defined in the out-

board side of the plasma, while the pedestal height decreases

in the region closer to the inner side of the plasma. This is

qualitatively consistent with the theoretical predictions of

Ref. 3. Figure 5(b) also shows the presence of the inner ped-

estal, i.e., of the density pedestal in the inboard section of the

plasma. The fundamental difference in character of the two

pedestals (inner and transonic) is highlighted by the location

of the sonic surface, represented with a black line in Fig. 5.

The inner pedestal is not due to a jump in Mach number and

is entirely located in the supersonic region, the transonic

pedestal is due to a jump in Mach number, and extends

across the Mp¼ 1 line. The combination of inner and tran-

sonic pedestal results in the creation of an MHD pedestal

with a clear density sharp gradient at all poloidal locations.

The shape of the MHD (innerþ transonic) pedestal is repro-

duced in Fig. 5(c) with a transonic equilibrium calculation.

In this case, input corresponding to a density profile peaked

near the transonic surface was assigned, resulting in a density

discontinuity across the Mp¼ 1 line in the outboard part of

the plasma, and a steep gradient in the supersonic region in

the inboard part of the plasma. To further clarify the qualita-

tive difference between the two sharp-gradient regions, we

remark that the transonic discontinuity in the equilibrium

calculation occurs at a location where all input free functions

are smooth, while the sharp gradient in the inboard side cor-

responds to a sharp gradient in one of the input functions.

Figure 5(c) effectively proves that the MHD pedestal solu-

tion (with a pedestal at every angular location) is indeed an

equilibrium solution. The difference in shape of the external

FIG. 5. (Color online) Plasma density at

time t¼ 0 (a), at time t¼ 2.5sp (b), and

for a transonic equilibrium (c). The black

line indicates the surface Mp¼ 1.
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boundary between Figures 5(b) and 5(c) is due to the fact

that the “vacuum” region was not considered in the fixed-

boundary equilibrium calculation, and a constant value was

assigned for the density outside the plasma boundary (repre-

sented by the external black line in the figure). Thus, the

“vacuum” region is meaningless in Fig. 5(c) and its size was

therefore minimized. Figures 6 and 7 show a one-

dimensional comparison between the equilibrium calculation

and the SIM2D quasi-steady state (plots are at time

t¼ 2.1sp). The similarity between FLOW and SIM2D results

is clearly visible. In particular, the two density profiles in

Fig. 6 are very well matched in the pedestal region on both

sides (transonic pedestal and inner pedestal). A clear differ-

ence is present inward of the inner pedestal. The difference

does not have any profound meaning (it is located in the sub-

sonic region) and is due to the choice of free-functions used

for the FLOW equilibrium calculation. There is no direct

approach to reconstruct FLOW free functions starting from

SIM2D data, so the input for FLOW was determined by trial

and error, with the main focus being on the sharp gradient

regions, which are indeed well matched in the two solutions.

Thus the profile difference in the inboard part of the plasma

inward of the pedestal region is an effect of the imperfect

match between the free functions and the SIM2D snapshot.

One should also keep in mind that the cold edge region has

finite resistivity in SIM2D, as compared to the ideal plasma

model of FLOW. Moreover, in the edge region density and

velocity are strongly modified with respect to the initial con-

dition, and these modifications have not yet reached an exact

steady state, i.e., an equilibrium. This also complicates the

task to evaluate the input for FLOW in the edge region,

where profiles on a magnetic surface are less smooth than in

an equilibrium calculation. As shown later (Fig. 9), the

height of the inner pedestal peak also varies in time. The

height used in the FLOW input is an approximate average

during the quasi-steady state phase of the time-dependent

simulation.

The velocity profile after the formation of the MHD ped-

estal is shown in Fig. 8. The figure shows the poloidal veloc-

ity (red curve, circles) and the poloidal Mach number (blue

curve) versus the major radius of the plasma along the mid-

plane. The shape of the velocity source (Smom=q) is also

shown for reference in arbitrary units (dashed grey line).

Since the source is defined following Eq. (9), its strength on

the midplane is nonzero only in the outboard part of the

plasma. Several points can be made from Fig. 8. First, the

velocity shape and the source shape are quite dissimilar: The

source is smooth in space, while the velocity has a sharp gra-

dient near the region where the poloidal Mach number

crosses unity (transonic discontinuity). Not surprisingly, the

velocity profile is well aligned with the source in the region

where Mp is small. That is because no plasma properties

(density, pressure, etc.) are dramatically modified going

from a static to a sub-slow equilibrium, and no qualitative

transitions are present. Thus, in the part of the plasma that is

rotating at velocities well below Csp, any input velocity pro-

file can be assigned (via the source) and obtained in the

plasma. The velocity profile in the inboard part of the plasma

is smooth and does not show any jump at the location where

Mp¼ 1. Also, the velocity on the inboard side is larger than

FIG. 6. (Color online) Comparison between a transonic equilibrium calcu-

lated with FLOW (red) and SIM2D quasi-steady state (blue) at time

t¼ 2.1sp. Density plots on the midplane are shown vs. R.

FIG. 7. (Color online) Comparison between a transonic equilibrium calcu-

lated with FLOW (red) and SIM2D quasi-steady state (blue) at time

t¼ 2.1sp. Poloidal velocity plots on the midplane are shown vs. R.

FIG. 8. (Color online) Poloidal velocity (red, circles) and poloidal Mach

number (blue, solid line) on the midplane at time t¼ 2.5sp. Only the main

plasma region is shown. The velocity source (in [a.u.]) is also shown for ref-

erence with a grey, dashed line.
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the velocity on the outboard side if the flow is subsonic,

while the opposite holds for supersonic flow,

V
ðinboardÞ
p > V

ðoutboardÞ
p if Mp < 1

V
ðinboardÞ
p < V

ðoutboardÞ
p if Mp > 1:

(10)

This is in agreement with the predictions of the theory and of

equilibrium calculations.3,18 The Mach number profile also

agrees with the theoretical expectations. The profile in the

outboard part of the plasma crosses the Mp¼ 1 value with a

sharp gradient, while the profile in the inboard part of the

plasma crosses Mp¼ 1 smoothly. One interesting property of

transonic equilibria and of the results of SIM2D simulations

is the presence in the velocity profile of a minimum just

before the MHD pedestal. The minimum, which we call the

“transonic dip,” is highlighted in Fig. 8.

Figure 9 shows density profiles at times t¼ 0.7sp (blue

line, shortly after the shock formation, but after the shock has

moved away from the midplane), and at time t¼ 2.1sp (red

line, circles). Profiles are plotted on the midplane versus the

major radius. The steepening of the density profile with

respect to the initial one after the shock formation is visible in

both curves at t> 0. In particular, the profile steepens in the

outboard part of the plasma, where the formation of the tran-

sonic pedestal is expected. The inner pedestal, due to the mass

redistribution along the poloidal angle during the transient, is

also visible. Figure 9 emphasizes that the transonic pedestal

forms because the density in the supersonic region is reduced
with respect to the initial density, while the inner pedestal is

generated by a density increase in the supersonic region. The

supersonic region is shaded in Fig. 9. The position of the

Mp¼ 1 surface does not change from t¼ 0.7sp to t¼ 2.1sp in

the outboard part of the plasma, but it moves inward (to larger

R) in the inner region. The area shaded with a different color

is supersonic at t¼ 0.7sp and subsonic at t¼ 2.1sp. At both

times the inner pedestal is entirely located in the supersonic

region. One additional point that can be recognized in Fig. 9

is that the density profile actually steepens in time. This

strengthens the point that the MHD pedestal is not created by

the shock. Rather, the shock forces the velocity profile to

adjust so that there are no plasma regions flowing in the pro-

hibited Mach number range. The quasi-steady state discontin-

uous velocity profile makes the density relax to a profile that

is also discontinuous. Clearly it would not be reasonable for

the density gradient to keep steepening in time if the initial

steepening was created by the shock. Even at later times in the

simulation the transonic pedestal retains its steep profile: The

outer pedestal region at time t¼ 4sp extends over about four

(out of 500) grid points. Even though an exact steady state

cannot be reached, the robustness of the MHD pedestal con-

firms the understanding that discontinuous profiles are indeed

a natural equilibrium solution for MHD systems in the pres-

ence of transonic poloidal flow.

One final point that is worth mentioning is that the main

modifications with respect to the initial profiles are observed

in density and velocity. Since pressure is low near the tran-

sonic surface, no dramatic modification of the pressure pro-

file is observed in our simulations. Temperature, and

therefore sound speed, is not affected by the transient. Also,

since b is small in the region interested by the transient, no

appreciable modifications are predicted for any of the com-

ponents of the magnetic field. This also leaves the poloidal

sound speed (and the poloidal magneto-slow speed) essen-

tially unchanged throughout the transient.

V. DISCUSSION

After discussing the formation of the MHD pedestal, it

is worthwhile to address the issue of its relevance to experi-

mental results. A definite conclusion on whether the forma-

tion of the MHD pedestal is involved in the L-H transition

cannot be reached with the experimental data available to

date. In addition, a kinetic theory needs to be developed to

confirm the validity of this theory in the long mean free path

regime. There are several hints that seem to indicate a plausi-

ble correlation between the predictions of the model here

described and the findings of experiments.

For completeness, we first consider a point where the

MHD pedestal model is not sufficient to reproduce experi-

mental properties, namely the physics of pedestal height and

width, which are governed by 3-D MHD considerations. In

particular, the pedestal height is determined by the stability

of peeling-ballooning modes,19 and cannot be directly repro-

duced by 2D MHD simulations. The stability limit, however,

refers to the pressure, rather than the density, pedestal. Since

the initial temperature and pressure pedestals are small in the

MHD pedestal model, it is reasonable to expect an initial

pressure pedestal below the peeling-ballooning stability

limit, allowing for a direct comparison between calculated

and experimental density pedestal profiles just after the L-H

transition. It is our conjecture that the transonic velocity dis-

continuity causes an edge transport barrier. This will lead to

a steepening of the pedestal temperature not included in cur-

rent MHD simulations. It is only at later times that the tem-

perature and pressure buildup would bring the pedestal to the

peeling-ballooning stability limit.

We next consider the range of velocities that are neces-

sary to create the transonic discontinuity. As shown in the

FIG. 9. (Color online) Plasma density at time t¼ 0 (black), at time t¼ 0.7sp

(blue, solid line), at time t¼ 2.1sp (red, circles). The shaded area corre-

sponds to supersonic flows.
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previous section and in equilibrium calculations,16 the poloi-

dal velocities required by the model are not unreasonable

when compared to experimental measurements. Indeed,

velocities of the order of tens of kilometers per second are

observed in experiment, either via impurity or main ion

measurements.20–22 It is pointed out that the steady-state

velocities shown in the present paper (e.g., in Fig. 8) do not

correspond to the minimum velocities required to obtain

transonic discontinuities. In principle, velocities just above

the poloidal magneto-slow speed are sufficient to create tran-

sonic discontinuities, and it is not necessary to have the

Mach numbers as high as Mp ’ 3� 4 shown in Fig. 8.

One possible concern about equilibria with high poloidal

velocity is the power dissipation that occurs in the pedestal

region due to poloidal viscosity. It is straightforward to eval-

uate the ratio frot between the power dissipated due to poloi-

dal rotation and the total plasma power exhaust. This is done

in Eq. (11), where quantities denoted with C are calculated

in the core of the plasma, quantities denoted with S are

calculated in the supersonic flow region at the foot of the

pedestal, and all symbols have their usual meaning (�ii is the

ion-ion collision frequency, rL is the Larmor radius, is the

inverse aspect ratio, q is the safety factor and n the plasma

number density),

frot ¼

ð
supersonic

�iiqV2
pdrð

plasma

3

2
pdr

� ��
sE

¼ 4

3
�C

ii sE
nS

ncore

� �2 DS

rS
Lh

� �
rC

L

a

Mp

3

� �2
9�

qS
; (11)

where DS is the width of the supersonic flow region at the

foot of the pedestal. We assume that the width of the super-

sonic region is of the order of the poloidal Larmor radius,

and use a set of characteristic values ��1 ’ qS ’ Mp ’ 3,

leading to

frot ’
4

3
�C

ii sE
nS

ncore

� �2

q	C; (12)

where q* is the normalized Larmor radius. Direct evaluation

of Eq. (12) with reasonable DIII-D parameters (namely,

ncore¼ 10nS, Tcore¼ 3keV, B¼ 1.3T, sE¼ 0.3s) gives

frot ’ 2%. Different assumptions for the plasma properties

give slightly different numerical values, but frot is in general

much smaller than unity. This shows that radial transport can

easily remove the viscous heating dissipated by the poloidal

flow.

Still regarding a possible comparison with experimental

measurements, we calculated the normal (to magnetic surfa-

ces) component of the electric field, taking into account

plasma velocity and resistivity. The field is plotted on the

midplane versus the major radius in Fig. 10. At this location,

the unit vectors êw and êr are aligned, and the results of our

calculations can be directly compared to the radial electric

field inferred from impurity velocity measurements. Looking

for instance at Fig. 3 of Ref. 22 or Fig. 4 of Ref. 20, it is seen

that the electric field obtained from SIM2D simulations at

the location of the pedestal (�40 kV=m) is in the same range

of the field measured near the edge in H-mode plasmas.

Several additional qualitative hints on the relevance of

the MHD pedestal model to the L-H transition can be found in

experiments. The rationale behind all of them is in the fact

that lowering the poloidal sound speed (which we again use to

approximate the poloidal magneto-slow speed) will also lower

the poloidal velocity necessary to create the MHD pedestal.

Therefore, if the proposed model is correct, any modification

to the experimental setup that will lower the poloidal sound

speed should make the L-H transition easier, i.e., lower the

power threshold for the transition (since we are assuming that

the flow drive is related to the input power). For instance, con-

figurations with X-points should have lower power threshold,

because the poloidal sound speed vanishes at the X-point

(where Bp¼ 0). This is indeed observed in experiments. More-

over, the power threshold should be even lower in configura-

tions with two X-points, where the poloidal sound speed

vanishes in two points. The argument holds for “true” double

null configurations, where the two X-points are located on the

same magnetic surface. Experimental findings seem to indi-

cate that the presence of two X-points on the same magnetic

surface does facilitate the L-H transition.23 Another way to

lower the poloidal sound speed is to increase the mass of the

main ion species, since the sound speed scales like
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1=mi

p
.

The arguments hold of course only if the plasma temperature

remains the same. Once again, experiments indicate the power

threshold is lower for deuterium than for hydrogen.24 This is

in fact common wisdom, even though exceptions are found in

some experiments. Finally, the poloidal sound speed can be

decreased by lowering the edge temperature. This can be

accomplished for instance by puffing gas at the plasma edge.

Experiments indicate that this is the case,25 providing one

more indirect confirmation of the relevance of transonic dis-

continuities to the L-H transition.

One additional point that deserves at least a brief discus-

sion is the origin on the momentum source. As mentioned

earlier, the origin of the momentum source is not essential

for the formation of the MHD pedestal. Several mechanisms

for poloidal momentum generation have been proposed in

FIG. 10. (Color online) Normal electric field along the midplane at time

t¼ 1.2sp due to poloidal flow.
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the literature to drive poloidal flows to a velocity well above

the neoclassical value.26–30 Perhaps the most intuitive mech-

anism is due to non-ambipolar losses at the edge.31 An

excess of ion losses with respect to electron losses, e.g., due

to fast-ion losses, creates a radial electric field near the

plasma edge, which drives an E�B flow in the poloidal

direction. It as also been known for a long time that anoma-

lous transport can cause the plasma to start rotating without

any external momentum source.32 Yet another possibility is

for turbulent transport to create a source for poloidal

rotation.33,34

Based on the large number of possibilities for driving

poloidal flows, and on the experimental observation of poloi-

dal velocities not far from the ones obtained in our simula-

tions, it seems possible that a positive correlation between

transonic equilibria and L-H transition can be found with a

detailed analysis of experimental results. Incidentally, this is

not a trivial issue, since very detailed (in space and time)

measurements of density, temperature, and poloidal velocity

during the L-H transition are needed to ascertain whether

this correlation does in fact exist. A feature of the MHD ped-

estal is the “transonic dip,” i.e., the minimum in the poloidal

velocity radial profile just before the pedestal (Figs. 7 and 8).

Measurements of such a minimum could be a strong confir-

mation of the transonic character of the pedestal formation.

In conclusion, the MHD pedestal model has several

attractive properties that seem to indicate a relation with the

L-H transition. The simulations presented in this paper show

that, at least within the limit of the resistive MHD model, the

discontinuous transonic equilibrium is a natural state for the

plasma, dynamically accessible if poloidal rotation is present

in the system.
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